
 

SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA  
‐ SING THE SONG OF THE UNKNOWN ‐  

ʺSubstantia Innominataʺ is the 10ʺ VINYL ‐ series by Drone Records, presenting works inspired by or related 
to ʺthe Unknownʺ around or within us.   OUT NOW (Sept. 2011):  

SUB-15 • [AD]VANCE[D] - 24 
 
[ad]VANCE[d] is the brainchild of MARS WELLINK from Arnhem, NL, active since many 
years as a part of VANCE ORCHESTRA and graphic & printing designer. A master of loopy 
trance-inducing collages. On this new 10inch in our series dedicated to the UNKNOWN he 
transforms "every day" environmental recordings from a full day (24 hours) of his existence 
into a surrealistic collage. Listen to a unique atmospheric travelogue, the aural world seen 
from a subsconscious perspective. Great cover-collage by ROBERT SCHALINSKI (COLUMN 
ONE). 500 copies pressed in 'flamed solid white & black' colour.  
"Quite a curious record, which I like very much, I must say. An excellent record of radiophonic 
qualities - somebody should invite them to do a radioplay." [FdW/Vital Weekly] 

 
SUB-14 • YEN POX - Universal Emptiness  
 

Finally NEW material (two side-long tracks named ABOVE & BELOW) by this cult project 
from the US, working with deep e-bass sounds to create a really isolationistic mass of darkest 
cosmic ambience, a kind of "black hole" ur-drone; when you put this on you are immediately 
touched by the cold breath of an amorph "otherness" - this sound is so monumental and 
complex that it seems to suspend not only the mind but also the physis, and you experience 
intensely that both are the same anyway... there's something in this music that lets you really 
shiver and feel levitated at the same time..  gloriously, the self is dissolving...  filed under: 
DARK OCEANIC ! Artwork by the great artist & photographer EYELYFT 
(eyelyft.blogspot.com) feat. gloss spot printing parts. Lim. edition 500 copies, comes on 
BLACK vinyl in order to have the best possible sound quality, over 30 minutes of playtime!     

[**extra NOTE: the original material was so massive that it needed 3 master-plates before it could be pressed - the primal 
tracks had to be shortened & de-equalized as they were TOO HEAVY to be pressed on vinyl!] 
 

PREVIOUS RELEASES / AVAILABLE BACK-CATALOGUE:  
SUB-13: NADJA - Ruins of Morning  experience the avantgardish drone-metal duo at their most dark & beautiful; 500 copies on 
GOLDen vinyl, fantastic artwork by Marcin Lojek. Two very long tracks, playtime 40+ minutes !! This is also the very first 10" vinyl from 
NADJA.  -> LAST COPIES! 
SUB-12: KALLABRIS - Music for very simple Objects     one of the most mysterious & thought-provoking German experimental 
projects with a bizarre formation of sequential sounds derived from field recordings; "substantia innominata et principium innominatum" 
(Kallabris). Great full colour artwork by Mal Hoeschen (Multer, Genesungswerk), transparent flour green vinyl  
SUB-11: OLHON - Lucifugus   Project of BAD SECTOR & WHERE using pure sounds from an abandoned large metal water tank 
located in a forest in Tuscany; orange vinyl, artwork by Tilmann Benninghaus 
SUB-10: MICHAEL NORTHAM - Suhina   An ode for the wind moving through trees. white vinyl, artwork by Indian artist ROHINI 
SUB-09: VOICE OF EYE - Substantia Innominata   Great return of the sublime duo from New Mexico, almost 40 minutes of new 
material! clear vinyl with golden dust        -> LAST COPIES! 
SUB-08: HUM - The Spectral Ship   Universal drone-ambience,  sound that exists with no impact of two subjects in contact 
SUB-07: OÖPHOI - Potala     A movement into the center of holy places, first ever vinyl by the Italian deep ambient master 
SUB-06: RLW - Contours Imaginaires   Few seconds of piano sounds, the rest is imagination. A masterpiece by the ex P16D4 
SUB-05: BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Drone Gnomes  Acoustic trance by San Francisco's great masters of obscure atmospheric noises 
SUB-04: CISFINITUM - Devotio    Tremendous bell-sounds dissolving into pure vibrations by the Russian cult project                                       
SUB-03: NOISE-MAKER'S FIFES - Zona Incerta   Last release by the Belgian performance group using many field-recordings  
SUB-02: ASIA NOVA - Magnamnemonicon  The mind as an abyss of supressed memories; music of loss & yearning for the 
unreachable, from the band around URE THRALL (feat. members of VOICE OF EYE!)     -> LAST COPIES! 
SUB-XX: SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA STARTER SET: Choose 10 SUB- releases of our 10" series (except SUB-01 which is sold out 
totally) for a special price! 

 
All 10" vinyls with full colour cover & pressed on colour vinyl usually in editions of 500 copies 

SINGLE PRICE: € 12.00 // SUBSCRIPTION POSSIBLE // ask for WHOLESALE PRICES 
www.substantia-innominata.de // full mailorder-catalogue at: www.dronerecords.de  


